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A Culinary Adventure with the Gastronauts 

by Bianca Male 

“Who wants the eyeball?” Ben Raisher yells across the crowd, his spoon poised above the whole 

curried rabbit lying on a plate before him. At the far end of the table, the lively conversation pauses as the 

diners shoot each other conspiratorial looks. “You’ve never had one,” one of them says, grinning 

sadistically at me. “You should get it.” Raisher expertly extracts the prized bit of nerves and tissue, places 

it on a piece of naan, and passes it down. I stare at the glistening morsel, and it stares back at me. After a 

few harrowing moments spent fighting my gag reflex, down the hatch it goes.  

“Mmm,” I say, shocked by the unctuous texture and delicate flavor. “This is good.”  

 The table politely applauds my moment of gastronomical courage, but, for the rest of the eaters, 

eyeballs are old culinary news – along with brains, sperm, and blood. I’m dining out with the Gastronauts, 

a self-described “club for adventurous eaters,” whose members journey to the outer reaches of New York 

City once a month to dine on the types of delicacies that would make most people turn green.  

In March, it was a multi-course meal of dishes comprised entirely of blood, from sausage to 

crème brulée, at the downtown Australian hot spot Public. In February, the theme ingredient was the 

Scottish intestinal delicacy, haggis. Other recent dinners have featured nutria (guinea pig), chevaline 

(horse meat), and milt (cod sperm), all devoured at locations ranging from big-name culinary meccas in 

Manhattan to 25-seat, plastic-tablecloth joints in Queens.  

This particular Tuesday, it’s the latter. The boisterous group (these dinners are frequently BYOB) 

is crammed in at Southern Spice, a tiny South Indian restaurant on an unassuming back street in 

Flushing. The off-menu menu, prepared especially for the club, includes shredded shark, whole baby 

goat, and goat brains. 

While the ingredients may be unusual, this isn’t Fear Factor or Bizarre Foods. There’s no “gross-

out factor,” as the Gastronauts repeatedly and adamantly point out, and the group’s presiding mantra is 
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that members must merely “try to try” every dish. The real goal of each culinary adventure is to seek out a 

truly authentic ingredient or dish from somewhere other than mainstream America and try to understand 

why anyone would want to eat it. 

Rachel Seebacher, 26, a law student at Pace University in Westchester and a loyal Gastronaut, 

describes the club’s mission as “more of an anthropological foray” to discover the prized dishes of other 

cultures. She says, “I most enjoy eating something delicious. Often this coincides with something that is 

foreign and bizarre – which is why I eat things that are foreign and bizarre.” 

“Anybody can eat a handful of worms for the shock value. I have no interest in that,” says 

Raisher, a 29-year-old physics teacher from Long Island who has attended nearly every Gastronauts 

event for the past three years. “But if a trained chef has taken the time to prepare something that they 

themselves honestly believe is good?  I’m all over it.” 

 At this, he scoops out the rabbit’s remaining eyeball and slurps it down with gusto. 

------------ 

When Curtis Calleo first launched the Gastronauts in 2006 with his longtime friend Ben Pauker, 

neither of them expected it to turn into anything big. “We wanted to start a club for people who wanted to 

get together and eat things like kidney, liver and rabbit – and love it,” explains Calleo, 42, a graphic 

designer by day and a foodie at all other hours.  

Calleo is the type of person who has industrial-kitchen-grade equipment in his apartment and 

hundreds of images of recent meals on his iPhone. When asked “What does sous-vide really do, 

anyway?” he responds with a 25-minute lesson on thermodynamics. Growing up in Austria with an Italian 

father and an American mother, he developed a voracious appetite for both travel and nose-to-tail eating 

at an early age; his first vivid food memory is a plate of perfectly-cooked tripe shared with his parents at a 

restaurant in Paris. 

It was this love of eating and adventure that brought Calleo and Pauker together when they met 

as teammates on an ultimate Frisbee league. “We wanted to start a club. We had that vision” from the 

start, Calleo says. They kicked the idea around for a few months, until, Calleo says, a fed-up friend 

griped, “This isn’t the Gastronauts club – this is the ‘Talking about the Gastronauts’ club.” They held their 

first official dinner the following week. 
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The inaugural meeting of the Gastronauts involved duck web, fish heads, lots of booze, and four 

adventurous friends at Nyonya, a Malaysian restaurant in Chinatown. For posterity, one of the diners 

wrote a review that can be found on the Gastronauts’ website, along with the menus from every meal 

they’ve ever had. The notes read in part: “Portions are reasonable, prices are cheap, and after a few 

Tiger beers you may find yourself temporarily transported to more tropical climes than Grand Street 

normally allows.”  

Slowly, the news of the Gastronauts’ mission spread by word-of-mouth, and the club gathered a 

following of around thirty regulars over the next two years. Then, in January of 2008, at what members 

refer to as “the bug dinner,” an infamous meal of insects prepared by the founders themselves, they 

decided to let in more guests – including several food bloggers and a New York Times reporter. Within 

days, the email list swelled. Today, it’s close to 1,000, with a growing waiting list of foodies who want a 

shot at joining in on the fun. 

Membership with the Gastronauts essentially means receiving an email a few days before a 

scheduled dinner for a chance to RSVP on a first-replied, first-served basis. In reality, only about 300 of 

those on the list attend the dinners with any regularity. “There are definitely the people who wait by their 

inboxes every Tuesday at 11,” Calleo says – not to mention the one zealous member who has labeled 

himself as a Gastronaut indelibly with a tattoo of the club’s logo, an artful combination of a fork and a 

rocket ship. “When I was little, I was a really, really picky eater, and I’m really proud that I’m so 

adventurous in eating now,” three-year member Andrew Perlgut says of his honorary ink. 

Spots at the events are precious and few (and not inexpensive, at anywhere from $50 to $100 per 

person).  In keeping with the club’s exploratory spirit, and because much of New York City’s most 

authentic ethnic cuisine is found beyond Manhattan’s borders, the dinners are often held at small 

restaurants in the outer boroughs. “I’ve learned that the farther out it is, the more people come,” Calleo 

says. But, “to find a restaurant that’s out of the way, off the beaten track, good, and huge? It doesn’t 

happen.” The most recent meal was held over two consecutive Tuesdays to give more people the chance 

to partake of the Gastronaut experience.  

Travel Channel food stars Anthony Bourdain and Andrew Zimmern come up frequently in 

conversations with the Gastronauts, and Calleo likes to reiterate that their group is very different. 
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Bourdain and Zimmern “say ‘Look at me, I’m in this crazy place, here’s what this tastes like,’” he says. 

“Whereas we’ll find it for you, and get it for you – just come to this restaurant. It’s more inclusive.” 

Calleo has a list of nearly 100 dishes that he would like to procure for the dinners, “ranging from 

the barely possible to the never-gonna-happen.” He scours sixty to seventy food blogs on a regular basis 

searching for interesting restaurants and chefs, which he scopes out in strategic batches over the 

weekends.  

In five years, not a single chef has turned down a proposal from the Gastronauts. These events 

mean guaranteed income on Tuesday, the slowest night of the week, along with the prospect of bringing 

in a new demographic (“a bunch of white people,” Calleo jokes) that might never stumble across many of 

these hole-in-the-wall joints. Most appealingly, however, it’s a chance to show off ingredients and flavors 

that rarely get to grace a restaurant’s menu, but are often the most fun. 

 “Chefs usually work with a lot of restrictions. When you cook for a large audience, what you cook 

has to work with everyone’s various tastes and dislikes,” says Marion Emmanuelle, the marketing 

manager for Public, which hosted the blood dinner in March. Brad Farmerie, the restaurant’s Michelin-

starred chef, is passionate about sustainable cooking and often gives lectures at conferences about the 

culinary use of blood, a component that can amount to nine percent of the body weight of an animal. 

Emmanuelle says, “It was very exciting for him to have a complete clean slate. He could be as 

adventurous as he could be, or want to be.” 

When the Gastronauts approach a chef and begin to plan a menu, Calleo’s shtick goes like this: 

Do the stuff you can’t do for anybody else. This is your audience. The crazier, the more they’ll love it. 

For Sridhar Raphinam, the chef at Southern Spice, the prospect of such culinary freedom was 

thrilling. “I cannot sell those foods on the menu in the location I’m in. All these exotic things –  in this 

neighborhood, people will not order those things,” he says of the goat brains and whole rabbit he cooked 

for the April dinner. “I was really happy about it because it was a good experience for me, too.” 

Does he wish he could have more weird things on the menu all the time? Chef Raphinam laughs. 

“I mean, it’s not really weird. Nothing is more weird than Andrew Zimmern. That guy is crazy.” 

------- 
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A group on the scale of the Gastronauts would have been hard to imagine even ten years ago, 

when sweetbreads were a dish most chefs wouldn’t risk serving in their restaurants. But, suddenly, urban 

America is food-obsessed: we want everything from the nose to the tail, we want it bigger, weirder, and 

hotter, and we want it now. 

“There’s been a definite change in the mental space that food occupies in peoples’ minds,” Calleo 

says. “Foodspotting” is in the top iPhone app downloads, and food blogging is considered a legitimate 

profession. Eating well, and now eating adventurously, have become hobbies. 

Manhattan couple Laura Leu and Adam Winer have spent the past year attempting to eat from 

every country in the world without leaving New York City; the pair of full-time writers chronicle the journey 

on their blog, The Navigeaters. In New York, “every three blocks, you hit a new nationality,” Winer says. 

“We’re poor, and we can’t afford to travel the world, so we’ll do it through our mouths.”  

The pair don’t necessarily seek out weird ingredients, simply authentic ones – although in their 

gastronomical tour, they have encountered such bizarre delicacies as yak meat and live shrimp. “Eating 

crazy stuff is fun,” Winer says. “It’s a cool experience and it gets us to try new things.”  

Other extreme eating clubs have sprouted up around the city, as well. The Village Voice’s Robert 

Sietsema regularly orchestrates his own elite supper club based around offal, aptly named The Organ 

Meat Society. In April, a pair of New York-based travel writers launched GluttNY, a group that promotes 

“unrestrained eating.” The theme of the first dinner was predatory creatures (motto: “Eat it, before it eats 

you!”), and the menu featured barracuda, stingray, and alligator prepared in traditional St. Lucian style. 

GluttNY’s co-founder Shira Levine says, “The thing is, nothing’s really strange if you’re eating it in context. 

When you’re eating a local food, it’s not strange.”  

Organized adventurous eating is by no means restricted to New York. In San Francisco, foraging 

group Forage SF orchestrates a monthly underground farmer’s market, an after-dark “food rave” where 

eager diners sign over their stomachs with a no-liability waiver and vendors have the freedom to prepare 

dishes concocted in the deep recesses of their brains – such as bacon mochi. Bay Area native Michaela 

Graham was so enamored of these food fests that she took the idea with her when she moved to Atlanta 

in December. “I couldn’t imagine living without my underground market!” she says. The Atlanta iteration 

expressly requires that vendors “be wild! Be daring! Experiment! Ants dipped in white chocolate would be 
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a shoo-in.” At the first market in February, more than 1,000 people showed up to taste an assortment of 

treats that included jellyfish salad and grilled cactus petals.  

Along with increased exposure to other cultures, the wide-spread movements towards local, 

sustainable, and nose-to-tail eating are helping to drive America’s increasing openness to previously 

ignored ingredients and cuts. The National Restaurant Association analyzes national eating habits each 

year and predicts upcoming trends. Topping the list of “What’s Hot in 2011” are locally sourced meats and 

seafood, locally grown produce, and sustainability.  

“It’s irresponsible to kill an animal and not eat all of it,” Calleo opines. “The people before this 

generation, and the generation before that, used to eat liver, and kidneys, and brains. It’s a recent 

change.” 

Other signs of Americans’ shift towards gastronomical awareness are sprinkled throughout the 

Association’s report: vegetable pickles, black rice, shakshuka, and ashta are all expected to be 

enormously popular this year. “American diners are absolutely becoming more sophisticated and 

adventurous when it comes to food, particularly when dining out,” confirms Annika Stensson, the Director 

of Media Relations for the Association. “Some more exotic ingredients can already be found on a lot of 

menus.” 

In spite of the nation’s expanding palate, Stensson isn’t expecting brains to become a standard 

item. “More narrow delicacies - like the goat brains you mentioned - might be a little further off still,” she 

says. “Trends and tastes evolve slowly over time rather than change overnight.”  

 What do the Gastronauts think about that? Calleo snorts: “There were brains on a menu in Fort 

Greene – at a pop-up restaurant.”  

--------- 

The Gastronauts, at least, are convinced that the rest of America is ready for these new tastes. In 

mid-April, the co-founders flew to Los Angeles to launch a second branch of the eating club; Pauker, who 

moved to Washington, D.C. earlier this year, is in the process of establishing an outpost in the nation’s 

capital. He and Calleo are also trying to figure out a way to monetize the group – currently, the only profits 

come from merchandise sold on their website – and there are talks of a book. 
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The most immediate developments are happening within the dinners themselves. Inspired by the 

do-it-yourself movement spreading throughout Brooklyn, Calleo and Pauker have decided to attempt to 

procure their own exotic ingredients for the meals.  Last October, they crossed the border into Montreal 

and smuggled back horse meat, which is illegal to sell for consumption in the United States. The 

Gastronauts enjoyed the black-market delicacy at a covert dinner in a Brooklyn warehouse. In November, 

the duo spent a weekend in the bayou of New Orleans hunting guinea pig for December’s nutria dinner. 

Next, Calleo has his sights set on hakari, a traditional Icelandic dish of rotten shark fermented 

underground for three months. He just needs to find the right shark vendor. 

 “It’s fun to see how far this can go,” he says with a smile.  

 


